Abstract. Two recurrence relations are derived for the computation of the integral of the associated Legendre functions of real argument and integer order and degree.
The objective of this note is to develop recurrence relations for the integral with P%(x) = P"(x), the Legendre polynomial of degree «, i.e.,
P"ix)^.£-»{x2-ir> KP"303!-
The indices « and m are treated as nonnegative integers throughout, and a is a constant usually taken as zero or minus one. The final expressions are given below by (12) and (17) and in a particular normalized form in (12) and (17). It is unlikely these relations are new, however we have not been able to find them in the literature, and their absence is conspicuous in such classical texts as [1] , [4] .* The need for such relations occurs in geodesy studies, [3] , [5J.
We first list for easy reference some well-known relations, [1, p. 1325] : (4) ^+. = vTfxP«"7TTi'"-" »><>,'(*:, so),
(1 " *2)¿(p"m) = {n + l)xp"m -("-m + »fci+1. The desired recurrence relation on « is obtained without much difficulty. By first integrating (7) and then carrying out an integration by parts on the left we get (11) (1 -t2)P"m(t)\l + lftP?(t) dt=(n+ 1) ftPnm(t) dt-(n-m + l)Sn\x.
Then integrating (5) and using it in (11) gives the result we want, namely,
0<m<«.
The steps leading to a recurrence relation on «i for (1) 
(« + m-1)(« + #w)s;
Inserting this result in (13), we have
In a similar way, we replace mby (m + 1) in (12) to get 
and, in general, (27) Sn»+x=-^{ï^?P::x(t) (from (6) with integration by parts).
Normalizations of P"(x) and ^""(x) may be needed in order to keep the results of the recurrence relations from becoming excessively large. Since P0=l//2, P,(x)=(3/2)1/2x, P2(x) = (5/2),/2K3x2 -1) 
